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1: Category:Neoclassicism (music) - Wikipedia
Neoclassicism in music was a twentieth-century trend, particularly current in the interwar period, in which composers
sought to return to aesthetic precepts associated with the broadly defined concept of "classicism", namely order,
balance, clarity, economy, and emotional restraint.

The essential organization is around a single pitch, the tonic, which provides a home base to the ear. All other
pitches work to establish the pre-eminence of tonic. Furthermore, an organization of phrases generally made
up of 4, 8, or 16 measures expand the establishment of tonic; all phrases end with a cadence which confirms
this sense of tonic. Neo-classicism, like Primitivism, is tonal, and can be achieved through traditional
techniques from the Common Practice Period or through assertion. Phrases and forms tend to be based on
stylistic especially Baroque and Classical models, either by quoting specific pieces or by paraphrasing
pre-existing structures such as the concerto or symphony. Vocabulary In the Common Practice Period: The
essential vocabulary is a diatonic pattern of seven stepwise pitches called major and minor scales. Chromatic
pitches, the remaining five, can be used, but only to enhance the diatonic ones. Melodic sources are similar to
Primitivistic models, exploring a range of scales and modes. Melodies tend to follow diatonic lines rather than
chromatic. Texture In the Common Practice Period: The essential texture is created with counterpoint, which
is two or more simultaneous individual and independent lines, each of which confirms the pre-eminence of
tonic and utilizes the vocabulary of a major or minor scale. Counterpoint is similar to Primitivistic models.
The counterpoint is generally clear, transparent, and describes relatively sparse textures especially in contrast
to late 19th century music. Sonorities In the Common Practice Period: The essential sonority chord is
consonant and is a group of three notes a triad arranged in thirds tertian. Dissonance is used, which could be a
group of four notes arranged in thirds a tertian tetrad or non-chordal embellishments passing and neighboring
tones, suspensions, and pedals, among others. All dissonances are required to resolve. Harmony is similar to
Primitivistic models. The harmony often demonstrates sudden tonal shifts. Time organization In the Common
Practice Period: The essential time organization is based on a consistent and unchanging beat. These beats
organize into 2, 3, or 4 essential pulses per measure, with the first beat always the strongest. Each beat can
sub-divide into two parts simple meters or three parts compound meters. Rhythmic use is similar to
Primitivistic models. Metric stress is often shifted to unexpected places. Pulchinella Listen to a performance
Igor Stravinsky: Le boeuf sur le toit Listen to a performance Darius Milhaud: Saudades do Brazil No.
Consider the musicality of your work; Neo-classical composers usually employ thin, somewhat spare textures.
While there is much dissonance, the overwhelming effect is one of consonance. Play back your work on the
computer through MIDI or better yet, have someone perform it for you on the piano to guide you. The final
result must be playable. To prepare this writing assignment properly, use the notation guidelines appendix,
located at Basic Principles of Music Notation, Semester IV. Submit a MIDI file via email in addition to a
print-out of the project. Base the project on a theme by Mozart, Haydn, or Beethoven include copy of original
Bi-tonality and bi-modality Alter the rhythmic structure to off-set metric stresses Do not use the common time
or alla breve meter signatures Tempo, indicated with a metronome marking showing the correct beat Mood,
indicated with descriptive words in English Dynamics, using a variety of changes and no "mezzo" dynamics
Articulations for each note equal to one beat or smaller use a variety The grading for this project:
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2: Neoclassicism definition/meaning
Neoclassicism in music was a twentieth century development, particularly popular in the period between the two World
Wars, in which composers drew inspiration from music of the eighteenth century. Some of the inspiring canon was
drawn as much from the Baroque period as the Classical period - for this reason, music which draws influence
specifically from the Baroque is sometimes termed neo-baroque.

In painting it generally took the form of an emphasisâ€¦ Characteristics When used to refer to an aesthetic
attitude, Classicism invokes those characteristics normally associated with the art of antiquityâ€”harmony,
clarity, restraint, universality, and idealism. Phases of Western art history that intentionally imitate the antique
example directly are usually called Neoclassical. In the Western tradition, periods of Classicism share a
reverence for the models of antiquity, but they may vary widely in their interpretation and application of those
models, depending on the period and the genre such as painting, architecture , literature , and music. In the
visual arts , besides the general qualities associated with the aesthetic attitude of Classicism, classicizing
artists tend to prefer somewhat more specific qualities; these include line over colour, straight lines over
curves, frontality and closed compositions over diagonal compositions into deep space, and the general over
the particular. Nevertheless, whenever artists have referred to antiquity, they have carried the problems and
ideals of their own times with them, interpreting in different ways what antiquity had to offer. Classicism has
historically been seen as one of any number of polar opposites. These polarities may designate aesthetic or
critical oppositions classic versus romantic , classic versus avant-garde , or they may indicate historical
oppositions in the following, the first term of each pair is considered to embody the aesthetic characteristics of
Classicism: Architecture and the visual arts The Classical tradition was not extinguished during the Middle
Ages, but because of the resolute efforts of 15th- and 16th-century Italians to absorb the Classicism of
antiquity, the Italian Renaissance was the first period of thoroughgoing Classicism after antiquity. David,
marble sculpture by Michelangelo, â€”04; in the Accademia, Florence. Especially important were Nicolas
Poussin in painting e. In 18th-century England, Classicism in architectureâ€”based on the works and treatise
of the Italian architect Andrea Palladio, themselves based on Roman antiquity and on Renaissance
Romeâ€”provided standards of Classicism that pervaded English and American architecture until the
beginning of the 19th century e. The academic leanings of English painters such as Sir Joshua Reynolds
provided lessons in Renaissance Classicism that dominated a similar span of English and American painting.
The authoritative equation of Classicism and beauty was challenged by longings for the sublime , so that
romantic fantasies, suggestive allusions , and bizarre inventions came to be more highly valued than classicist
clarity and dignity. Likewise, the accepted superiority of Roman antiquity was being challenged by supporters
of Greece. In sculpture this program was followed particularly by Antonio Canova. In painting, on the other
hand, Jacques-Louis David reestablished the formal standards of Raphael and of Augustan Rome and turned
Classicism into a tool that served the new exhortative and eulogizing subjects painters were called on to render
e. Restraint, grandeur, and simplicity, along with precise depiction and close congruence of clear form and
noble content, continued to constitute the Classicism in many of the works of such later artists as Pablo
Picasso , Aristide Maillol , and Henry Moore. Various Neoclassicisms were spawned by reverence for Greek,
Roman, or Renaissance models. By the early 20th century, classicistic demands for harmony, proportion, and
the congruence of parts were being applied to new technology to give order to many styles. The architects Le
Corbusier and Ludwig Mies van der Rohe exemplified two different ways of adapting Classical stylistic
characteristics to modern problems and materials. The other arts Periods of Classicism in literature and music
have generally coincided with the Classical periods in the visual arts. France in the 17th century developed a
rich and diversified Classicism in literature, as it had also in the visual arts. In England, Classicism in
literature arose later than in France and reached its zenith in the 18th-century writings of John Dryden and
Alexander Pope. In the early 20th century, T. Eliot and proponents of the New Criticism were sometimes
considered classicists because of their emphasis on form and discipline. In music the great Classical period
arose in the late 18th century and was dominated by composers of the German-speaking area of Europe: Their
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music is polished, refined, and melodic. In their era, instrumental music became more important than vocal
music for the first time in history. Learn More in these related Britannica articles:
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3: BBC - Radio 3 - Classical/Tchaikovsky & Stravinsky/A-Z. Letter N
Neoclassicism was a reaction to both the emotional excesses of late Romanticism and the radical dissonance of
modernism. Before you review this 20th century musical movement, however, I want to explain an apparent
contradiction with regard to our playlist and neoclassicism.

Igor Stravinsky , one of the most important and influential composers of the 20th century Neoclassicism in
music was a twentieth-century trend, particularly current in the interwar period , in which composers sought to
return to aesthetic precepts associated with the broadly defined concept of " classicism ", namely order,
balance, clarity, economy, and emotional restraint. As such, neoclassicism was a reaction against the
unrestrained emotionalism and perceived formlessness of late Romanticism , as well as a "call to order" after
the experimental ferment of the first two decades of the twentieth century. The neoclassical impulse found its
expression in such features as the use of pared-down performing forces, an emphasis on rhythm and on
contrapuntal texture, an updated or expanded tonal harmony, and a concentration on absolute music as
opposed to Romantic program music. In form and thematic technique, neoclassical music often drew
inspiration from music of the 18th century, though the inspiring canon belonged as frequently to the Baroque
and even earlier periods as to the Classical periodâ€”for this reason, music which draws inspiration
specifically from the Baroque is sometimes termed neo-Baroque music. Neoclassicism had two distinct
national lines of development, French proceeding partly from the influence of Erik Satie and represented by
Igor Stravinsky , who was in fact Russian-born and German proceeding from the " New Objectivity " of
Ferruccio Busoni , who was actually Italian, and represented by Paul Hindemith. Neoclassicism was an
aesthetic trend rather than an organized movement; even many composers not usually thought of as
"neoclassicists" absorbed elements of the style. People and works Although the term "neoclassicism" refers to
a 20th-century movement, there were important 19th-century precursors. Richard Strauss also introduced
neoclassical elements into his music, most notably in his orchestral suite Le bourgeois gentilhomme Op.
Instead of looking at musical forms of the 18th century, Respighi, who, in addition to being a renowned
composer and conductor, was also a notable musicologist, looked at Italian music of the 16th and 17th
century. His fellow contemporary composer Gian Francesco Malipiero , also a musicologist, compiled a
complete edition of the works of Claudio Monteverdi. Later examples are the Octet for winds, the Dumbarton
Oaks Concerto , the Concerto in D , the Symphony of Psalms , Symphony in C , and Symphony in Three
Movements , as well as the opera-oratorio Oedipus Rex and the ballets Apollo and Orpheus , in which the
neoclassicism took on an explicitly "classical Grecian" aura. A German strain of neoclassicism was developed
by Paul Hindemith, who produced chamber music, orchestral works, and operas in a heavily contrapuntal,
chromatically inflected style, best exemplified by Mathis der Maler. Roman Vlad contrasts the "classicism" of
Stravinsky, which consists in the external forms and patterns of his works, with the "classicality" of Busoni,
which represents an internal disposition and attitude of the artist towards works Samson , A neoclassical
aesthetic was promoted in Italy by Alfredo Casella, who had been educated in Paris and continued to live there
until , when he returned to Italy to teach and organize concerts, introducing modernist composers such as
Stravinsky and Arnold Schoenberg to the provincially minded Italian public. In South America, neoclassicism
was of particular importance in Argentina, where it differed from its European model in that it did not seek to
redress recent stylistic upheavals which had simply not occurred in Latin America. The most important
20th-century Argentine composer, Alberto Ginastera , turned from nationalistic to neoclassical forms in the s
e. The Chilean composer Domingo Santa Cruz Wilson was so strongly influenced by the German variety of
neoclassicism that he became known as the "Chilean Hindemith" Hess , Even the atonal school, represented
by Arnold Schoenberg, showed the influence of neoclassical ideas. Schoenberg attempted in those works to
offer listeners structural points of reference with which they could identify, beginning with the Serenade, op.
Anton Webern also achieved a sort of neoclassical style through an intense concentration on the motif Rosen ,
Other neoclassical composers Some composers below may have only written music in a neoclassical style
during a portion of their careers.
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4: Classicism and Neoclassicism | arts | www.enganchecubano.com
Neoclassical music, or new classical music, is a style of music that drew its inspiration from the traditional elements of
classical music, including emotional restraint, balance, order and clarity. Popular between World War I and World War II,
the music was a rebuttal to the much less formal and more emotional music of the Romantic Period.

Neoclassicism Principles Neoclassicism had its most articulate spokesman in Igor Stravinsky. He moved from
the Post-Impressionism of "The Firebird" through the Primitivism of "The Rite of Spring" to a more controlled
classicism of his maturity. He consistently preached the formal above the emotional elements in art. He wrote,
"I evoke neither human joy nor human sadness. One of the main achievements of Neoclassicism was the
revival of the absolute forms -- symphony , concerto , sonata , and various types of chamber music. Equally
significant was the return to the forms of the pre-romantic eras such as suite , divertimento , toccata , concerto
grosso , fugue , passacaglia , and chaconne. The music of the romantics had adhered to a melodic style based
on the voice, but the neoclassicists favored an instrumental melody that made use of wider intervals and a
more extended range. Harmonically, they moved away from the chromaticism of the post-Wagnerian style to
pandiatonicism , based on the seven tones of the diatonic scale. In contrast to the multitude of sharps and flats
in the early 20th century, it favored a sparing use of accidentals and showed an affinity for the key of C major.
Many pages of neoclassic music were prime examples of the term "white music" coined during this period.
The composers of the Neoclassic period focused their attention on elegance of style and purity of taste. In
exalting the how over the what, they were led to the classical virtues of order, discipline, balance, and
proportion. The instrumental works that followed incarnate the principle of the old concerto grosso -- pitting
contrasting tone masses against each other. This "return to Bach" crystallized in the "Octet," the "Piano
Sonata," the "Concerto" for piano and wind orchestra, and the "Serenade in A," all of which date from the
years Three of these are "Oedipus Rex" , an opera-oratorio, the ballet "Orpheus" , and the "Symphony in C"
which pays tribute to Haydn and Mozart. His ballet "Pulcinella" is based on an 18th-century theme by
Pergolesi. In respect to form Hindemith was a traditionalist. His models were the great contrapuntal forms of
the Baroque: The compositions entitled "Kammermusik," for various combinations of instruments, are flanked
by a long list of solo sonatas, duo, trios, quartets, quintets, and concertos. Hindemith helped revive the spirit of
Classical chamber music in unpretentious works that could by played by amateurs at home as well as by
professionals on stage. The five instruments are flute, oboe, clarinet, horn, and bassoon. The following is a
brief overview of this work. The opening melody, marked by broad, undulating curves, is rich in motives that
are capable of growth and development. Hindemith weaves a closely knit texture where each of the motives
can work out its own destiny. The second movement is a kind of parody-waltz with a roguish lilt. The main
idea is a wide-ranging melody introduced by clarinet and echoes a tone lower in sequence by the piccolo,
which replaces the flute in this movement. The lower wind instruments mark the waltz rhythm very effectively
without the use of percussion. In the third movement we encounter a structure typical of Hindemith -- a slow
movement that encloses a faster, more eventful middle section. The fourth is a brief interlude which alternates
cadenza-like passages in each of the instruments. The effect of this movement is a dialogue between strict and
free rhythm and an exchange of color. The final movement utilizes syncopated passages and the subtle shifting
of metrical accents.
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5: Neoclassicism (music) - Wikipedia
Neoclassicism in Music [Scott Messing] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The first
historical and critical study of neoclassicism from the genesis of the concept in fin de siecleFrance in the s through the
Schoenberg/Stravinsky polemic.

History[ edit ] Neoclassicism is a revival of the many styles and spirit of classic antiquity inspired directly
from the classical period, [4] which coincided and reflected the developments in philosophy and other areas of
the Age of Enlightenment, and was initially a reaction against the excesses of the preceding Rococo style. The
case of the supposed main champion of late Neoclassicism, Ingres , demonstrates this especially well. His
books Thoughts on the Imitation of Greek Works in Painting and Sculpture and Geschichte der Kunst des
Alterthums "History of Ancient Art", were the first to distinguish sharply between Ancient Greek and Roman
art, and define periods within Greek art, tracing a trajectory from growth to maturity and then imitation or
decadence that continues to have influence to the present day. Winckelmann believed that art should aim at
"noble simplicity and calm grandeur", [10] and praised the idealism of Greek art, in which he said we find
"not only nature at its most beautiful but also something beyond nature, namely certain ideal forms of its
beauty, which, as an ancient interpreter of Plato teaches us, come from images created by the mind alone". The
theory was very far from new in Western art, but his emphasis on close copying of Greek models was: In
English, the term "Neoclassicism" is used primarily of the visual arts; the similar movement in English
literature , which began considerably earlier, is called Augustan literature. This, which had been dominant for
several decades, was beginning to decline by the time Neoclassicism in the visual arts became fashionable.
Though terms differ, the situation in French literature was similar. In music, the period saw the rise of
classical music , and "Neoclassicism" is used of 20th-century developments. However, the operas of Christoph
Willibald Gluck represented a specifically Neoclassical approach, spelt out in his preface to the published
score of Alceste , which aimed to reform opera by removing ornamentation , increasing the role of the chorus
in line with Greek tragedy , and using simpler unadorned melodic lines. Much "Neoclassical" painting is more
classicizing in subject matter than in anything else. A fierce, but often very badly informed, dispute raged for
decades over the relative merits of Greek and Roman art, with Winckelmann and his fellow Hellenists
generally the winning side. Jacques-Louis David , Oath of the Horatii , The work of other artists, who could
not easily be described as insipid, combined aspects of Romanticism with a generally Neoclassical style, and
form part of the history of both movements. His main subject matter was the buildings and ruins of Rome, and
he was more stimulated by the ancient than the modern. Despite its evocation of republican virtues, this was a
commission by the royal government, which David insisted on painting in Rome. David managed to combine
an idealist style with drama and forcefulness. The central perspective is perpendicular to the picture plane,
made more emphatic by the dim arcade behind, against which the heroic figures are disposed as in a frieze ,
with a hint of the artificial lighting and staging of opera , and the classical colouring of Nicholas Poussin.
David rapidly became the leader of French art, and after the French Revolution became a politician with
control of much government patronage in art. He managed to retain his influence in the Napoleonic period,
turning to frankly propagandistic works, but had to leave France for exile in Brussels at the Bourbon
Restoration. He exhibited at the Salon for over 60 years, from into the beginnings of Impressionism , but his
style, once formed, changed little. His style became more classical as his long career continued, and represents
a rather smooth progression from Rococo charm to classical dignity. Unlike some Neoclassical sculptors he
did not insist on his sitters wearing Roman dress, or being unclothed. He portrayed most of the great figures of
the Enlightenment, and travelled to America to produce a statue of George Washington , as well as busts of
Thomas Jefferson , Ben Franklin and other luminaries of the new republic. Canova has a lightness and grace,
where Thorvaldsen is more severe; the difference is exemplified in their respective groups of the Three
Graces. Johann Gottfried Schadow and his son Rudolph , one of the few Neoclassical sculptors to die young,
were the leading German artists, [31] with Franz Anton von Zauner in Austria. The late Baroque Austrian
sculptor Franz Xaver Messerschmidt turned to Neoclassicism in mid-career, shortly before he appears to have
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suffered some kind of mental crisis, after which he retired to the country and devoted himself to the highly
distinctive "character heads" of bald figures pulling extreme facial expressions. Since prior to the s the United
States did not have a sculpture tradition of its own, save in the areas of tombstones, weathervanes and ship
figureheads, [33] the European Neoclassical manner was adopted there, and it was to hold sway for decades
and is exemplified in the sculptures of Horatio Greenough , Hiram Powers , Randolph Rogers and William
Henry Rinehart.
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6: Main Stylistic and Characteristic features | Early 20th Century Music
Neoclassicism Music Whereas anti-romanticism was showing itself in a number of forms by the very late nineteenth
century, it wasn't until around the s that neoclassicism started to develop a distinct following.

It distinguishesmodern classicism from Evil and Silence by Richard Fleming Neoclassicism is an attempt to
face the numbness and silence that befalls us exactly that which atonality brought to Music, An Appreciation
by CTI Reviews Neoclassicism is the name given to Western movements in the decorative and visual arts,
literature, theatre, music, and architecture that draw Art Since , Modernism, Antimodernism, Postmodernism
by CTI Reviews Neoclassicism is the name given to quite distinct movements in the decorative and visual arts,
literature, theatre, music, and architecture that draw upon Western classical art and culture usually that of
Ancient Greece or Ancient Rome. Babe Neoclassicism is a false doctrine, promulgated for self-serving
purposes by a small but inordinately influential elite. By promulgating notions such as the efficacy of
unmitigated market forces, competition, individualism, economic efficiency It has nothing to do with the
desires of writers like Yeats, Pound, Eliot and Percy Wyndham Lewis for a more authoritarian political order.
Of course, a socialist Neoclassicism refers to the revival of classical art and architecture The Queer
Encyclopedia of the Visual Arts by Claude Summers studio became the primary site for understanding,
developing, and disseminating Neoclassicism as politics and as erotics. The pedagogical and erotic intimations
of manâ€”boy coupling as had been practiced in ancient Greece were Itwasalsoa reaction to the horrors of the
war itself. Stravinsky returned to Paris in, The dominant movement in European art and architecture in the late
18th and early 19th centuries, characterized by a desire to re-create the spirit and forms of the art of ancient
Greece and Rome. A new and more scientific Concise Encyclopedia of Mexico by Michael Werner Because
Neoclassicism is based on the art of ancient civilizations, its use in later periods is part of a process of
validation. The World of the Civil War: Originally championed by Revolutionary era leaders like Thomas
Jefferson in the eighteenth century, the style was linked with enlightenment In France, during the third quarter
of the 18th century, three successive directors of the Batiments Historical Dictionary of Romantic Art and
Architecture by Allison Lee Palmer It includes a plethora of styles that are today gathered together under the
umbrella of romanticism, but it also draws much from the preceding era of neoclassicism. Romanticism is
largely an intellectual movement that grew out of the lingering It is true, also, that white evangelists and "
revivalists" traveled among the southern Negroes and sang to them many of the Online dictionaries and
encyclopedias with entries for Neoclassicism Click on a label to prioritize search results according to that
topic: Photos about Neoclassicism Click on an item to view that photo:
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Neoclassicism in music differs from Neoclassicism in plastic arts and writing: Neoclassicism in plastic arts and writing is
a style that revives the imagery and forms of classical antiquity: the art movement that exemplifies this kind of
neoclassicism had its peak in late 18th century France, and continued as one of the many neo-styles of the 19th
century.

For example, the Australian composer Peggy Glanville-Hicks called herself a neoclassicist, yet the
appropriation of other works as the basis for her own compositions is not a feature of her style. To answer this
question, it becomes necessary to set out the origins of the style and to look at what the artists of the time had
to say about the music they were writing. In France, the roots of neoclassicism can be traced back to the mids,
when an upsurge of interest in the works of the French clavecinistes, such as Couperin and Rameau, saw the
publication of editions of this music. Often the music to which such a title was attached would show little or
no influence of eighteenth-century music, and this trend correspondingly may be seen as being indicative of a
type of nostalgia, rather than of the discovery of a new area for creative inspiration. Relevant and parallel to
the development of neoclassicism in France was the gradual distancing of French musicians from the
Wagnerian musical model. This can be seen to result in part from political tensions between France and
Germany, manifest in the Franco-Prussian War of , which resulted in the establishment of the Third Republic
in France - and in which France suffered a humiliating defeat - and in the First World War The period
between the former and latter conflicts was marked musically by a love-hate relationship with the music of
Richard Wagner. The influence of his music and philosophies was widespread, but a resistance to this
influence was also apparent, even by composers whose music clearly bears the mark of it. Given this historical
context, it is not surprising that following the military defeat, French musicians should seek out models from
their own musical heritage. Hence the interest in the clavecinistes. Following the early anachronistic period
described above, the music of French composers began to be affected by the study of this early music. The
models gave them the opportunity to begin to release themselves from the thrall of German romanticism.
Gradually, textures became more refined and the horizontal, rather than the vertical, aspect of music began to
take precedence. This was the key to the development of the neoclassical style. The slimming-down of
textures enabled composers to approximate the mood and style of the earlier compositions, or to incorporate
that music into new works, but the extended harmonic language inherited from Wagner and Debussy
chromaticism, modality, the emancipation of dissonance, etc. The classical period itself has a referential name
- its ideals of clarity, balance and line were drawn from views held of the art of the ancient Greco-Roman
Classical Age fifth century B. Correspondingly, many neoclassical works take their inspiration from
Greco-Roman classical subject matter e. Again, this cannot be viewed as the decisive factor of whether or not
a piece of music may be neoclassical, but it is a significant trend. The identifying feature remains the purely
musical aspects of the work. This concept is one which was later expressed by Stravinsky who is generally
considered to have been the principal exponent of the neoclassical style in his autobiography, where he writes
that "music is by its very nature powerless to express anything at all".
8: What Is Neoclassical Music? (with pictures)
In the Western tradition, periods of Classicism share a reverence for the models of antiquity, but they may vary widely in
their interpretation and application of those models, depending on the period and the genre (such as painting,
architecture, literature, and music).

9: Neoclassicism, an introduction (article) | Khan Academy
20th Century music evolved both stylistically and characteristically, some of the overarching changes were outlined in
the first blog post - this post aims to explore some of the style specific features - such as the characteristics of
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impressionism, expressionism, and neoclassicism.
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